
UHMLG Spring Forum  
Questions for Kevin Wilson 

 From  Helen Else : How are people prioritising which SRs they accept? Did I miss that when I 

nipped out for a COVID-19 'thing'? 

KW: so far, our support has been very ad-hoc. We’ve supported around 11 SRs over the last few years 

to varying extents. Andra has been co-author on 5 SRs. We’ve accepted opportunities according to 

time mostly and where we think it’s politically expedient! We’ve turned down offers of support if 

we’re already supporting an SR in progress. It’s a regret each time we have to turn someone down.  

 From  Kath Wright : perhaps proposals for systematic reviews should require an information 

specialist to be part of the team?? 

KW: there is a huge amount of evidence that suggests that librarians/information specialists being 

involved in SRs improves them considerably (I’ve shared the bibliography from our literature review 

at the end of this document). Funders generally don’t insist on the publishing of protocols (only NIHR 

did from eleven funders), so I think funders have to take a lead here and if they accept (a) that 

publishing protocols is important and (b) that librarians/information specialists do improve SRs, then 

hopefully that will change. In practical terms, because our service initially is going to be advice and 

feedback, we would hope for an acknowledgement in the publication, but at this stage it would be 

hard to ask to be part of the team. However, if we became more hands-on, then we’d probably want 

to develop a Memorandum of Understanding or similar to formalise that arrangement.  

 From  Russell Burke, LSHTM : if becoming involved in SR search support requires major up-

skilling then should this require role re-grading? Assuming we worked in a sector with the 

ability to consider this 😃 

KW: I think I said, but we proposed a few scenarios to senior management about how we could 

provide this support. Some were very ambitious and one of our suggestions was for an information 

specialist to manage the service and perform hands-on work, which did require an upgrading. I think 

we might get there in the future. But we knew that was going to be the top end of our expectations, 

so what we’ve suggested with two staff focusing on SRs and doing some liaison work to start with, 

and this would be at their current grades, but with scope for development potentially if the service 

takes off. 

 From  Helen Else : Well a lot of COVID-19 research is going to be fed into SRs. There will be 

demand & value placed on this, but will we be the ones asked to do it? Is it cynical to 

wonder whether the companies that charge more might be valued more? 

KW: not sure I can answer this, but what I can say is that the role of librarians/information specialists 

is increasingly being recognised and researchers we work with know the impact of our work. 

Hopefully establishing a service with clear guidelines and levels of support reinforces that we’re a 

valuable partner for researchers.  

Comments rather than questions 
 A competency framework for librarians involved in systematic reviews: 

https://jmla.mlanet.org/ojs/jmla/article/view/189  

https://jmla.mlanet.org/ojs/jmla/article/view/189


 From  jpe : please can you label your axes on the graphs (KW: I’ve made a few changes to 

the graphs – so they have been labeled in full. Apologies!) 

 From  Helen Else : There seems to be theoretical SR training available but it would be great if 

there were opportunities for less experienced librarians to support reviews taking place in 

other locations as it would be a fantastic learning opportunity. Perhaps there is, but I haven't 

heard about it. (KW: on top of the training that librarians attend, e.g. YHEC, I think that peer 

training/discussion is important. Obviously in London, we have the network Jane Falconer 

has just set up. Learning from each other is going to be really important) 

 From  PF Anderson : This was a lot of work. We worked on a related study here, so I really 

appreciate how much work this was (KW: thanks! It was just one part of a huge project that 

took a few months. I’ll think about how we can share the rest e.g. skills analysis of staff, 

survey of academic staff, benchmarking service models, etc.) 

 From  Selina Lock : Interesting to see the results, as I remember the survey going round. 

Reassuring (in some ways) to see that a lot of us are in the same boat with supporting SR. 

tensions between support, resource, time etc. Whether to set-up a charged service or not. 

 A typology of reviews: https://onlinelibrary-wiley-

com.ezp.lib.cam.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1111/j.1471-1842.2009.00848.x  

o From  Andrew : Thanks for shout out but there is an even newer version now: Sutton 

A, Clowes M, Preston L, Booth A. Meeting the review family: exploring review types 

and associated information retrieval requirements. Health Information & Libraries 

Journal. 2019 Sep;36(3):202-22. https://onlinelibrary-wiley-

com.ezp.lib.cam.ac.uk/doi/full/10.1111/hir.12276  

 From  Jon : Phew, a lot in there.  Good stuff though, and encouraging to hear about job 

changes at the end, support definitely a good thing! 

 From  Helen Rasmussen : Thank you from Sweden! Super interesting! 

 From  Russell Burke, LSHTM : thanks Kevin, hope to see the result published 

o From  PF Anderson : Oh, yes, you MUST publish this! 
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